SCIENCE CENTER HOSTS NEXT LATE NIGHT LASER PARTY NOV. 5

PARTY EVENT FOR ALL AGES FEATURES ELECTRONIC DANCE MUSIC

PITTSBURGH, Oct. 27, 2016 — Carnegie Science Center is continuing a new series of all-ages evening events with the next Late Night Laser Party on Saturday, Nov 5. This month’s party will feature music by electronica legends.

Late Night Laser Party: Laser Electronica will give party-goers the chance to explore two floors of exhibits and special themed activities. Attendees can pose for a selfie “with” their favorite artist in front of the Science Center’s green screen or see what happens when a synthesizer is paired with the fiery Ruben’s Tube.

The party continues in the Buhl Planetarium as a DJ cranks up the volume and blasts the bass for a laser concert complete with fog and out-of-this-world visual effects. Music from electronica greats such as Daft Punk, Deadmau5 and Skrillex will be featured. Guests will experience dazzling LED lighting and breathtaking liquid sky effects and will really feel the music, thanks to a brand-new 24,000-watt sound system, one of the most powerful in Pittsburgh.

Members can join the party for $7, which includes tickets for one laser show. The cost for non-members is $10. All guests may add on an additional show for just $5.

Late Night Electronica Party Schedule:

- 8 pm: Robot Rock
- 9 pm: Daft Punk
- 10 pm: Lasermau5
- 11 pm: Skrillex
- Midnight: LIVE Laserist’s Choice: ULTIMATE EDM

To purchase tickets in advance, call 412-237-3400, then press 7.
For more details about this or other Carnegie Science Center events, visit CarnegieScienceCenter.org.

About Carnegie Science Center
Carnegie Science Center is dedicated to inspiring learning and curiosity by connecting science and technology with everyday life. By making science both relevant and fun, the Science Center’s goal is to increase science literacy in the region and motivate young people to seek careers in science and technology. One of the four Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh, the Science Center is Pittsburgh’s premier science exploration destination, reaching more than 700,000 people annually through its hands-on exhibits, camps, classes, and off-site education programs.

About Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh
Established in 1895 by Andrew Carnegie, Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh is a collection of four distinctive museums: Carnegie Museum of Art, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Carnegie Science Center, and The Andy Warhol Museum. In 2015, the museums reached more than 1.4 million people through exhibitions, educational programs, outreach activities, and special events.
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